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Thanks to the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts I travelled on an educational trip to Mexico, where I 
learnt about both Mexican food and culture. This was an amazing experience, venturing through the 
country and sampling some of the best that Mexico has to offer. The particular highlights for me 
were the inspiring sustainability work that is going on, and of course, the food! 
 
SUSTAINABILITY 
 
Sustainability is very important in Mexico, especially in the hospitality industry. Sustainability is 
rapidly becoming an everyday consideration for most businesses, and its important that we must 
reflect this in our work. Increasingly, in the hospitality industry, this looks like knowing where our 
food comes from, working with local food producers to make sure they can grow their produce in 
ways that benefit the environment, being conscious of the packaging our goods and reducing waste. 
These principles were clearly understood by chefs in Mexico, who we saw collaborating with farmers 
to bring fresh, locally sourced, organic ingredients. This benefits not only the food they make but 
serves to make sure that their communities can thrive and grow, as they receive a fair wage for their 
progress. 
 
In Mexico City, we toured the canals of Xochimilco, the canal system built by the Aztecs before the 
colonisation of Mexico by Spain. This area is made up of small agricultural rectangles of land called 
Chinampas, a traditional way of farming in Mexico. Until recently, the agricultural industry on these 
islands had become less and less popular as produce from huge farms outside of Mexico City could 
be bought at a much lower rate. Recently, however, local chefs have invested both money and seeds 
to collaborate with farmers and bring fresh, local, organic produce to their restaurants. The farmers 
grow primarily vegetables such as leafy greens, beetroot and tomatoes. They grow produce 
seasonally and supply whatever they have rather than taking orders for specific produce. This means 
that although menus are constantly changing, customers are always presented with high-quality 
food. 
 
At the Cape Hotel in Los Cabos, the chefs were doing everything they could to be as sustainable as 
possible. 60-70% of their fish was sustainably sourced, all of which was killed in the most ethical way 
possible. This is not only a more humane way to kill the fish but also means that the flesh of the fish 
is softer as no stress or pain hormones have been released. They also try to reduce food wastage as 
much as possible by only ordering set amounts of perishable foods. Ordering only these limited 
amounts, such as 16 chocolate clams per day, means they frequently sell out. All food wastage they 
do get from offcuts or leftovers is collected by their organic supplier, turned into compost and re-
sold. All of the profits from this are given directly to the corn farmers in the area, who help to keep 
the Mexican corn industry alive. 
 
Another restaurant we visited that had a keen eye for sustainable food was Los Tamarindos. Due to 
the fertility of the soil in the area, there has been a surge in farm to table restaurants opening, but 
Los Tamarindos was one of the first. Chef and restauranteur Enrique Silva first bought the farm to 
grow local, organic produce for his restaurant Tequilla, and local chefs soon started asking him to 
supply produce to them too. The farm expanded and now primarily operates as a restaurant and as a 
cooking class destination. 90% of the ingredients for the restaurant come from the farm, as well as 
supplying all the workers with free fruit and vegetables, a great initiative to use all that they grow 



and avoid food insecurity for all workers. They aim to be 100% sustainable within a few years, 
including energy sources. 
 
MEXICAN CUISINE 
 
Learning about traditional Mexican cuisine was one of the many highlights of this trip. With so many 
great restaurants visited and sumptuous food eaten, it’s hard to pick a favourite! 
 
One of my highlights, however, was tasting the black mole at Pujol! This dish is fed like a sourdough 
starter; it’s over 14 years old and is fed every day with seasonal fruit or vegetables. There are over 
100 ingredients but no recipe; the chef just tastes it to adjust seasoning. We also tried red, black and 
green moles as tamarindoes which were paired with different mezcals. (explain what those are) 
 
Corn is a staple ingredient in Mexico and almost every meal we ate included corn whether in the 
form of a tortilla, tostada or tamale. We learnt about corn at Maizajo, and for anyone who is good at 
languages, they’ll recognise that in the name! There are over 800 different varieties of corn in 
Mexico, but since GMO crops were introduced only 3% of crops are not GMO. That leaves not many 
farms to grow many different varieties of corn! Every part of the corn is used in Mexico; the leaves 
are used for tamales, the centres are used either to make drums to remove kernels or to feed 
livestock. Before use, the corn undergoes a process called “Nixtamalizacion”, which makes the corn 
dough ready to prepare tortillas and other corn-based food. To do this, water is heated with 
limestone, different amounts of limestone are needed depending on how starchy the corn is (yellow 
corn is the least starchy and red corn is the most). Once the skin has formed on the water and 
limestone, the corn is added and cooked until nearly doubled in size, next the corn is rinsed and 
ground between two volcanic rocks to make a paste called masa. Water is then added until the masa 
is the right consistency, it is shaped using a tortilla press and cooked on a hot plate. 
 
Unfortunately, there aren’t many traditional Mexican desserts; most originate in Spain. However, 
the dessert “tres leches” cake is extremely popular! This is traditionally made with sponge cake 
soaked in condensed milk, evaporated milk and fresh milk to create an extremely moist and sweet 
dessert. At Manta restaurant we were served a more modern take on tres leches made with brioche 
that was soaked in condensed coconut milk, almond milk, fresh milk and coconut cream. This was 
then covered in a thin layer of sugar, caramelised and served with black cherry ice cream resulting in 
a much fresher dessert than a standard tres leches with added texture from the caramelisation. In 
my opinion, this was by far the best dessert we tried whilst in Mexico! 
 
Visiting Mexico was an excellent opportunity, one I’m sure I won’t get again in a hurry. All in all, I 
really enjoyed the opportunity to explore the culinary delights Mexico had to offer, especially the 
sustainable aspect of patisserie that will inform my future work.  
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